Economics 8281: Topics in Econometrics
Estimation of Dynamic Models
Instructor: Professor Gautam Gowrisankaran
University of Minnesota, Fall Semester 2000, Mini II

Office: Heller Hall 912
Phone: (612) 625-8310
E-mail: gautam@econ.umn.edu; WWW: http://www.econ.umn.edu/~gautam
Office Hours: W 2-4 or by appointment

Grading

Students taking the class for credit:
   Project 75%, Participation and in-class presentation 25%.
   The project will be to estimate a dynamic version of my network externality model, using
one of three techniques that we will discuss.

Students taking the class pass/fail:
   Required presentation of one paper to the class.

Students auditing or sitting in on the class:
   Strongly encouraged to give presentation of one paper to the class.

Reading List

Ackerberg, Daniel, Gautam Gowrisankaran and Joanna Stavins. “Quantifying Equilibrium Network Externalities in the ACH Banking Industry.”